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Brave Girl, Quiet Girl Nov 30 2019 Brooke is a divorced single
mom, financially strapped, living with her mother, and holding
tight to the one thing that matters most: her two-year-old
daughter, Etta. Then, in a matter of seconds, Brooke's life is
shattered when she's carjacked. Helpless and terrified, all Brooke
can do is watch as Etta, still strapped in her seat, disappears into
the Los Angeles night.
Assassin's Revenge Jun 25 2019 USA Today bestselling author
Ward Larsen's globe-trotting, hard-hitting assassin, David Slaton,
returns for another breathless adventure in Assassin's Revenge.
On a sunny dock in Gibraltar, Slaton returns to the sailboat he
shares with his wife and young son to find them missing. The only
clue to their whereabouts is a cryptic message: If he wants to see
them again, he must eliminate an obscure scientist working for
the International Atomic Energy Agency. Slaton races to Vienna
to unravel the scheme. Half a world away, a small team of ISIS
operatives arrives in North Korea. It is comprised of two suicidal
jihadists, one technician, and the caliphate’s only officer with
naval experience. Their mission: to reestablish the group’s
relevance by undertaking a shocking strike against America.
From Europe to North Korea to the Pacific Ocean, Slaton finds
himself entangled in a deadly nuclear game. Working against him
are a band of suicidal terrorists, supported by a North Korean
government that is about to implode. That slate of actors,
however, face something even more lethal. A devoted father and
husband—one who happens to be the perfect assassin. David
Slaton Novels #1 Assassin's Game #2 Assassin's Silence #3
Assassin's Code #4 Assassin's Run #5 Assassin's Revenge At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Why My Third Husband Will Be a Dog Apr 03 2020 An anthology
of "Philadelphia Inquirer" columns includes stories about the
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room, what she identifies as a man's most important body part,
and interrupting as an art form.
Someone Knows Jun 29 2022 Bestselling and award-winning
author Lisa Scottoline reaches new heights with this riveting
novel about how a single decision can undo a family, how our past
can derail our present, and how not guilty doesn't always mean
innocent. Allie Garvey is heading home to the funeral of a
childhood friend. Allie is not only grief-stricken, she's full of
dread. Because going home means seeing the other two people
with whom she shares an unbearable secret. Twenty years
earlier, a horrific incident shattered the lives of five teenagers,
including Allie. Drinking and partying in the woods, they played a
dangerous prank that went tragically wrong, turning deadly. The
teenagers kept what happened a secret, believing that getting
caught would be the worst thing that could happen. But time has
taught Allie otherwise. Not getting caught was far worse. Allie
has been haunted for two decades by what she and the others did,
and by the fact that she never told a soul. The dark secret has
eaten away at her, distancing her from everyone she loves,
including her husband. Because she wasn't punished by the law,
Allie has punished herself, and it's a life sentence. Now, Allie
stands on the precipice of losing everything. She's ready for a
reckoning, determined to learn how the prank went so horribly
wrong. She digs to unearth the truth, but reaches a shocking
conclusion that she never saw coming--and neither will the
reader. A deeply emotional examination of family, marriage, and
the true nature of justice, Someone Knows is Lisa Scottoline's
most powerful novel to date. Startling, page-turning, and with an
ending that's impossible to forget, this is a tour de force by a
beloved author at the top of her game.
Courting Trouble Jul 27 2019 In Courting Trouble, New York
Times bestselling author Lisa Scottoline is back with another fastpaced thriller, which sends a young woman lawyer racing to find
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murdered. Anne Murphy is smart, gorgeous, and young, the
redheaded rookie at the Philadelphia law firm of Rosato &
Associates. She leaves town for the Fourth of July weekend to
prepare for a high-profile trial, but when she buys her morning
newspaper, her own photo is plastered all over the front page.
And the headline- -- LAWYER MURDERED -- supposedly refers to
her. Anne sets out to find her killer, playing dead in order to stay
alive. She tries to go it alone but quickly realizes that she'll have
to trust people she barely knows -- colleagues who hate her guts,
a homicide squad that wants her out of the crime-fighting
business, and a new love who inconveniently happens to be
opposing counsel. The investigation takes all of Anne's boldness
and ingenuity -- plus a pair of red satin hot pants. But her knack
for courting trouble makes it almost impossible for Anne to play
well with others, defend the lawsuit, and fight her urge to sleep
with the enemy. Then an unexpected event places her in lethal
jeopardy and leaves her with everything to lose -- including her
life.
One Perfect Lie Jul 31 2022 Chris Brennan is applying for a job as
a high school government teacher, ready to step in as an assistant
baseball coach, and his references are impeccable -- but
everything about him is a lie. Widow Susan Sematov is proud of
her son Raz, a high school pitcher being recruited for a full-ride
scholarship to a Division I college. Heather Larkin is a struggling
single mother who lives for her son Jordan's baseball games.
Mindy Kostis fills her days with social events and too many gin
and tonics, unaware her husband and her son, Evan, are hiding
secrets that might destroy all of them.
Don't Go Sep 01 2022 Fleeing home from his military service in
Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent freak household
accident, Dr. Mike Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his
inability to bond with his new baby daughter and a downsizing in
his medical practice only to discover a shocking secret that
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winning author of Come Home. 300,000 first printing.
Caged Sep 28 2019 FBI profiler Sayer Altair hunts a brilliant
serial killer with a dangerous obsession in Caged, a gripping
thriller from debut author Ellison Cooper. In a residential
Washington, D.C. neighborhood, a young woman's body is found
in the basement of an abandoned house--starved to death in a
cage, along with the video footage of a dark and deadly ritual.
The victim is identified as the daughter of a prominent D.C.
politician, and it falls to the FBI to track down the unconscionable
psychopath who murdered her. FBI special agent Sayer Altair
would rather conduct research on criminality than catch actual
criminals. But when she's offered a promotion hinging on her next
assignment, she reluctantly accepts the "Cage Killer" case.
Taunted by a photo of another victim at the mercy of this vicious
killer, Sayer and her team are driven to put an end to these grisly
homicides. During the investigation, clues emerge connecting the
murders to Sayer's past. Now, the stakes are personal, and the
deeper Sayer is drawn into the deadly web, the more she believes
she is the only one who can uncover the killer's identity. Told with
devastating detail, shocking twists and unrelenting suspense,
Cooper proves her exceptional ability to entertain and enthrall.
Most Wanted Jan 25 2022 Donor 3319 Profile: Tall. Blonde. Blue
eyes. Medical Student. Wanted for Serial Murder. “Spellbinding.
Another tour de force from Scottoline. It drew me in, in a single
breath.” –Mary Kubica, bestselling author of The Good Girl
Christine Nilsson and her husband, Marcus, are desperate for a
baby. Unable to conceive, they find themselves facing a difficult
choice they had never anticipated. After many appointments with
specialists, endless research, and countless conversations, they
make the decision to use a donor. Two months pass, and Christine
is happily pregnant. But one day, she is shocked to see a young
blond man on the TV news being arrested for a series of brutal
murders—and the blond man bears an undeniable and uncanny
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Christine must confront a terrifying reality and face her worst
fears. Riveting and fast-paced with the depth of emotionality that
has garnered Lisa Scottoline legions of fans, the New York Times
bestseller, Most Wanted, poses an ethical and moral dilemma:
What would you do if the biological father of your unborn child
was a serial killer?
The Right to Remain Silent May 17 2021 Page-turning
detective fiction from the author of I HEARD YOU PAINT
HOUSES / THE IRISHMAN who was himself a homicide
investigator and prosecutor. Wisecracking cop Lou Razzi’s zeal,
dedication and talent for extracting information from suspects
make him destined to rise quickly through the ranks . . . until a
frame-up sends him to jail for two years. He loses his career, his
marriage, and his baby daughter, and following his release from
prison, he leaves the country for a sort of self-imposed exile in
Brazil. Fifteen years later, an exonerated, more hardened Razzi
comes back to serve a single day on the force and claim his
pension. But that one day becomes a continuing education when
Razzi is drawn onto a conspiracy and finds his old police tools
fruitless in the wake of the Miranda decision. Forced to learn, like
a rookie, from his mistakes, he starts to find his way with the help
of assistant district attorney Honey Gold. . . and is able to combat
the powers that framed him then and thrive now in the new era of
police procedure. When The Right to Remain Silent was first
published, then-President Ronald Reagan wrote Brandt an
unsolicited fan letter: “I commend your novel…for your forthright
stand on improving protection of law-abiding citizens.” "The Right
to Remain Silent is a novel written and to be read for
entertainment, but it also encourages study of the art of
interrogation and contains the line that 'confession is one of the
necessities of life, like food and shelter.'" -- Charles Brandt from
the Preface
Mistaken Identity Aug 20 2021 “A humdinger” —USA Today
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—David Baldacci, New York Times bestselling author of The Sixth
Man With the spellbinding crime fiction masterwork, Mistaken
Identity, Lisa Scottoline rocketed onto the New York Times
bestseller list—and she’s remained there ever since! A stunning
tale of mystery and suspense, this classic from the beloved,
Edgar® Award-winning author once again leads readers down
the gritty streets of Philadelphia and into the offices of the law
firm of Rosato & Associates. When a new client who’s been
accused of murder—and who bears an astonishing resemblance to
Bennie Rosato—asks the crusading criminal defense attorney to
take her case, Bennie finds herself entangled in a sticky web of
murder, corruption, and violence that threatens to reveal the
shocking truth about her own past. If you haven’t read Lisa
Scottoline before, Mistaken Identity will prove to you what her
many fans already know: nobody does it better!
Damaged Feb 11 2021 “Scottoline writes riveting thrillers that
keep me up all night, with plots that twist and turn.” –Harlan
Coben One boy. One lawyer. One chance for justice. Ten-year-old
Patrick O'Brien is a natural target at school. Shy, dyslexic, and
small for his age, he tries to hide his first-grade reading level
from everyone: from his classmates, from the grandfather who
cares for him, and from the teachers who are supposed to help
him. But the real trouble begins when Patrick is accused of
attacking a school aide. The aide promptly quits and sues the boy,
his family, and the school district. Patrick's grandfather turns to
the law firm of Rosato & DiNunzio for help and Mary DiNunzio is
on the case. Soon Mary becomes Patrick's true champion and his
only hope for security and justice. But there is more to the story
than meets the eye and Patrick might be more troubled than he
seems. With twists at every turn and secrets about the family
coming to light, Mary DiNunzio might have found the case that
can make her a true protector, or break her heart... With Lisa
Scottoline’s trademark emotional depth and fast-paced action, the
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the last page as they root for the beloved characters and their
fight for justice.
Necessary Lies May 05 2020 If you're a fan of Jodie Picoult,
you'll love Necessary Lies by Diane Chamberlain, bestselling
author of The Midwife's Confession . . . North Carolina, 1960.
Newlywed Jane Forrester, fresh out of university, is seeking what
most other women have shunned: a career. But life as a social
worker is far from what she expected. Out amongst the rural
Tobacco fields of Grace County, Jane encounters a world of
extreme poverty that is far removed from the middle-class life she
has grown up with. But worse is still to come. Working with the
Hart family and their fifteen-year-old daughter Ivy, it's not long
before Jane uncovers a shocking secret, and is thrust into a moral
dilemma that puts her career on the line, threatens to dissolve
her marriage, and ultimately, determines the fate of Ivy and her
family forever. Soon Jane is forced to take drastic action, and
before long, there is no turning back. A companion short story,
The First Lie, is available in eBook.
The Sixes Mar 03 2020 Phoebe Hall’s Manhattan life is
unexpectedly derailed off the fast track when her long-term
boyfriend leaves her just as she is accused of plagiarizing her
latest bestselling celebrity biography. Looking for a quiet place to
pick up the pieces, Phoebe jumps at the offer to teach at a small
private college run by her former boarding school roommate and
close friend Glenda in a sleepy Pennsylvania town. But behind the
campus’s quiet cafés and looming maple trees lies something
darker. The body of a junior co-ed washes up from the nearby
river, and soon rumors begin to swirl of of past crimes and abuses
wrought by a disturbing secret society known as The Sixes.
Determined to find answers and help Glenda, Phoebe secretly
embarks on a search for clues—a quest that soon raises dark
memories of her own boarding school days. Plunging deeper into
danger with every step, Phoebe knows she’s close to unmasking a
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past can’t be outrun . . . and starting over can be a crime
punishable by death.
I Need a Lifeguard Everywhere But the Pool Jul 19 2021 "Lisa and
Francesca are back with another collection of warm and witty
stories that will strike a chord with every woman. This seven book
series is among the best reviewed humor books published today
and has been compared to the late greats, Erma Bombeck and
Nora Ephron"-Come Home Oct 02 2022 "This thrilling testament to a mother's
relentless love may well be Scottoline's best novel to date."Library Journal (starred review) Jill Farrow is a suburban mom
who has finally gotten her and her daughter's lives back on track
after a divorce. She loves being a pediatrician and is about to
remarry, while her daughter, Megan, is a happily over-scheduled
thirteen-year-old. But Jill's life is turned upside down when her
ex-stepdaughter, Abby, shows up and delivers shocking news:
Jill's ex-husband is dead. Abby insists that he was murdered-and
pleads with Jill to help find his killer. Jill reluctantly agrees to
make a few inquiries, and soon discovers that the story doesn't
add up...As she digs deeper, her actions threaten to rip apart her
new family, destroy their hard-earned happiness, and even
endanger her own life. Yet how can Jill turn her back on a child
she loves and once called her own? What are the limits of love,
loss, and family? "Relentless...jaw-dropping."-David Baldacci
Catching Air Jun 05 2020 From the internationally bestselling
author of four books, including The Opposite of Me, a vibrant,
compulsively readable novel about two married couples who
pursue a dream to open a bed-and-breakfast in small-town
Vermont. In her previous works including The Best of Us, “rising
star” (Library Journal) Sarah Pekkanen captivated readers by
penning “refreshingly introspective, sharply realistic, and
tenderly humorous” novels (Booklist) that had readers “flying
through the pages” (Hoda Kotb, Today show). Now, in Catching
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relationships of two pairs of thirty-somethings. A chance to run a
B&B in snowy, remote Vermont—it’s an offer Kira Danner can’t
resist after six soul-crushing years of working as a lawyer in
Florida. As Kira and her husband, Peter, step into a brand new
life, she quells her fears about living with the B&B’s co-owners:
Peter’s sexy, irresponsible brother Rand, and Rand’s wife,
Alyssa…who is essentially a stranger. For her part, Alyssa sees
taking over the B&B as the latest in a string of adventures. Plus, a
quiet place might help her recover from the news that she can’t
bear children. But the idyllic town proves to be anything but
serene: Within weeks, the sisters-in-law are scrambling to
prepare for their first big booking—a winter wedding—and soon a
shy, mysterious woman comes to work for them. Dawn Zukoski is
hiding something; that much is clear. But what the sisters-in-law
don't realize is that Dawn is also hiding from someone… Relatable
and dynamic, Catching Air delves deeply into the vital
relationships that give shape to women’s lives.
Exposed Feb 23 2022 In this New York Times bestselling novel, a
battle for justice pits partner against partner... Mary DiNunzio
wants to represent her old friend Simon Pensiera, a sales rep who
was wrongly fired by his company, but her partner Bennie Rosato
represents the parent company. When she confronts Mary,
explaining this is a conflict of interest, an epic battle of wills and
legal strategy between the two ensues—ripping the law firm
apart, forcing everyone to take sides and turning friend against
friend. SOMETIMES LOYALTY CAN BE LETHAL. Praise for
Exposed: "Plot twists aplenty raise the stakes." —People
Magazine "Exposed is Lisa Scottoline's sweet spot: law, loyalty,
trust, and of course, family." —Brad Meltzer "Fastpaced, hearttugging...readers will enjoy seeing how it all plays out."
—Publishers Weekly “A gripping thriller...Exposed wraps up with
a demolition-derby doozy of an ending that will leave you shaken."
—The Washington Post "The final curtain will find you cheering,
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review) "[The Rosato and DiNunzio stories] are always her best
works and this newest is the best of the best in this series."
—Huffington Post
Everywhere That Mary Went Apr 15 2021 Mary DiNunzio is
trying to make partner in her cutthroat Philadelphia law firm.
She's too busy to worry about the crank phone calls that she's
been getting—until they fall into a sinister pattern. Mary can't
shake the sensation that someone is watching her. Following her
every move. Then the shadowboxing turns deadly, and she has to
fight for something a lot more important than a partnership—her
life.
The Girls Jan 01 2020 Dark secrets, a devastating mystery and
the games people play: the gripping new novel from the
bestselling author of The House We Grew Up In and The Third
Wife. You live on a picturesque communal garden square, an oasis
in urban London where your children run free, in and out of other
people's houses. You've known your neighbours for years and you
trust them. Implicitly. You think your children are safe. But are
they really? Midsummer night: a thirteen-year-old girl is found
unconscious in a dark corner of the garden square. What really
happened to her? And who is responsible? Utterly believable
characters, a gripping story and a dark secret buried at its core:
this is Lisa Jewell at her heart-stopping best.
Killer Smile Jan 13 2021 New legal thriller from New York Times
bestselling author 'Lisa Scottoline has been added to my shortlist
of must-read authors'
Every Fifteen Minutes May 29 2022 A single father and head of a
successful Philadelphia psychiatric care unit sees his life begin to
crumble when a teen patient is implicated in a murder and the
doctor himself is wrongly accused of sexual harassment. By the
best-selling author of Keep Quiet.
Eternal Nov 22 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1
bestselling author Lisa Scottoline offers a sweeping and
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the tale of a love triangle that unfolds in the heart of Rome...in
the creeping shadow of fascism. What war destroys, only love can
heal. Elisabetta, Marco, and Sandro grow up as the best of friends
despite their differences. Elisabetta is a feisty beauty who dreams
of becoming a novelist; Marco the brash and athletic son in a
family of professional cyclists; and Sandro a Jewish mathematics
prodigy, kind-hearted and thoughtful, the son of a lawyer and a
doctor. Their friendship blossoms to love, with both Sandro and
Marco hoping to win Elisabetta's heart. But in the autumn of
1937, all of that begins to change as Mussolini asserts his power,
aligning Italy's Fascists with Hitler's Nazis and altering the very
laws that govern Rome. In time, everything that the three hold
dear--their families, their homes, and their connection to one
another--is tested in ways they never could have imagined. As
anti-Semitism takes legal root and World War II erupts, the
threesome realizes that Mussolini was only the beginning. The
Nazis invade Rome, and with their occupation come new
atrocities against the city's Jews, culminating in a final, horrific
betrayal. Against this backdrop, the intertwined fates of
Elisabetta, Marco, Sandro, and their families will be decided, in a
heartbreaking story of both the best and the worst that the world
has to offer. Unfolding over decades, Eternal is a tale of loyalty
and loss, family and food, love and war--all set in one of the
world's most beautiful cities at its darkest moment. This moving
novel will be forever etched in the hearts and minds of readers.
The Quiet Game Jan 31 2020 INTRODUCING PENN CAGE...
From the author of Cemetery Road comes the first intelligent,
gripping thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling Penn Cage
series. Natchez, Mississippi. Jewel of the South. City of old money
and older sins. And childhood home of Houston prosecutor Penn
Cage. In the aftermath of a personal tragedy, this is where Penn
has returned for solitude. This is where he hopes to find peace.
What he discovers instead is his own family trapped in a mystery
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secret, now set to trap and destroy Penn as well.
Look Again Oct 10 2020 Ellen is a single mother, and a feature
writer for a local Philadelphia newspaper, recently taken over by
a new hot editor, Marcelo, who though gorgeous, has not been
short in letting staff go. Ellen knows that, like others, her job may
be on the line, and she is more vulnerable than most, for she has
a three-year old adopted son, Will, who is the love of her life. As
she goes to collect her post one morning, she picks up a ‘Missing
Child’ card, and is struck by the uncanny resemblance between
Will and the little boy, Timothy Braverman, who was kidnapped
from his home in Miami two years ago. Timothy’s parents have a
website for their child, and the story is grim: not only was
Timothy kidnapped, but his childminder was killed. The ransom
was paid, the child never returned to his home. For Ellen, the
story is heartfelt: she first got to know Timothy as a small baby,
when he was in hospital undergoing heart surgery; his adoption
was hard won. As she searches further, something niggles at
Ellen, and she begins to delve into the story of Will’s birth
mother, and uncover a horrendous story that, as the novel goes
on, has far reaching consequences . . .
Corrupted Jun 17 2021 Bennie Rosato the founder of the Rosato
& DiNunzio law firm hides her big heart beneath her tough-asnails exterior and she doesn't like to fail. Now, a case from her
past shows her how differently things might have turned out in
Lisa Scottoline's New York Times bestseller, Corrupted. Thirteen
years ago, Bennie Rosato took on Jason Lefkavick, a twelve-yearold boy who was sent to a juvenile detention center after fighting
a class bully. Bennie couldn't free Jason, and to this day it's the
case that haunts her. Jason has grown up in and out of juvenile
prison, and his adulthood hasn't been any easier. Bennie no
longer represents those accused of murder, but when Jason is
indicted for killing the same bully he fought with as a kid, she
sees no choice but to represent him. She doesn't know whether or
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him for past failures-of the law, of the juvenile justice system, and
of herself. Forced to relive the darkest period of her life, Bennie
will do everything in her power to get the truth, and justice.
The Barbizon Aug 27 2019
Daddy's Girl Dec 24 2021 From the New York Times bestselling
author of Dirty Blonde comes a fast-paced thriller in which a
young law professor must unravel a conspiracy to see justice done
Law professor Natalie Greco’s life is going according to plan, with
a boyfriend handpicked by her father and tenure status only a
review board away. Then, during a visit to a prison with her
colleague Angus, a riot explodes. Rushing to the aid of a fatally
wounded prison guard, Nat is privy to his last words—words that,
unknown to Nat, can unlock the key to a dangerous conspiracy.
Suddenly Nat, A Girl Who Always Plays By The Rules, finds
threats around every curve: ruthless killers desperate to keep her
from exposing their secret; police who are convinced she is
responsible for a cold-blooded murder; and sexy Angus, whose
mere presence makes her question her dedication to her longterm boyfriend. With her life on the line, her career in the
balance, and her boyfriend on hold, Nat has to go into hiding to
buy enough time to figure out the hidden secrets behind one
man’s last words.
The Stolen Marriage Nov 10 2020 Steeped in history and filled
with heart-wrenching twists, The Stolen Marriage is an
emotionally captivating novel of secrets, betrayals, prejudice, and
forgiveness. It showcases Diane Chamberlain at the top of her
talent. One mistake, one fateful night, and Tess DeMello’s life is
changed forever. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with
guilt, twenty-three-year-old Tess DeMello abruptly gives up her
budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to the love
of her life, unable to live a lie. Instead, she turns to the baby’s
father for help and agrees to marry him, moving to the small,
rural town of Hickory, North Carolina. Tess’s new husband,
Henry Kraft, is a secretive man who often stays out Downloaded
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hides money from his new wife, and shows her no affection. Tess
quickly realizes she’s trapped in a strange and loveless marriage
with no way out. The people of Hickory love and respect Henry
but see Tess as an outsider, treating her with suspicion and
disdain. When one of the town’s golden girls dies in a terrible
accident, everyone holds Tess responsible. But Henry keeps his
secrets even closer now, though it seems that everyone knows
something about him that Tess does not. When a sudden polio
epidemic strikes Hickory, the townspeople band together to build
a polio hospital. Tess knows she is needed and defies Henry’s
wishes to begin working at there. Through this work, she begins
to find purpose and meaning. Yet at home, Henry’s actions grow
more alarming by the day. As Tess works to save the lives of her
patients, can she untangle the truth behind her husband’s
mysterious behavior and find the love—and the life—she was
meant to have? A Library Reads Top Ten Book of October 2017
Praise for The Stolen Marriage: "[A] well-crafted crime-tinged
tale." —Publishers Weekly "The Stolen Marriage is the kind of
story that will grab you and refuse to let you go until you turn the
last page." —All About Romance "Readers will be sucked in
immediately...you just can't go wrong with a book with
[Chamberlain's] name on the cover." —Southern Pines Pilot
Devil's Corner Mar 27 2022 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Scottoline delivers a knockout stand-alone thriller featuring a
young federal prosecutor who risks her life to bring down the
kingpin of a conspiracy responsible for murders in West Philly.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Vicki Allegretti goes to meet a
confidential informant and finds herself facing a loaded 9 mm
Glock semiautomatic weapon, wielded by a panicky teenager.
Violence is the last thing this neophyte lawyer expects. The case
is easy, the kind given to new ADAs to help them cut their teeth.
Yet almost before she has time to react, her partner is dead, shot
in the chest. From that high-octane introduction to her job, Vicki
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the shadowy figure behind the death of her partner. This decision
will take her to the depths of the federal detention center’s
“bowl,” to a row house on the street where she grew up, and to
the posh suburbs where her parents now live. Set against the
gritty backdrop of a modern American city and imbued with Lisa
Scottoline’s trademark style and wit, Cater Street is the story of a
determined young lawyer seeking justice.
Keep Quiet Nov 03 2022 New York Times bestselling and Edgar
Award-winning author Lisa Scottoline is loved by millions of
readers for her suspenseful novels about family and justice.
Scottoline delivers once again with Keep Quiet, an emotionally
gripping and complex story about one man's split-second decision
to protect his son -and the devastating consequences that follow.
Jake Buckman's relationship with his sixteen-year-old son Ryan is
not an easy one, so at the urging of his loving wife, Pam, Jake
goes alone to pick up Ryan at their suburban movie theater. On
the way home, Ryan asks to drive on a deserted road, and Jake
sees it as a chance to make a connection. However, what starts as
a father-son bonding opportunity instantly turns into a nightmare.
Tragedy strikes, and with Ryan's entire future hanging in the
balance, Jake is forced to make a split-second decision that
plunges them both into a world of guilt and lies. Without ever
meaning to, Jake and Ryan find themselves living under the
crushing weight of their secret, which threatens to tear their
family to shreds and ruin them all. Powerful and dramatic, Keep
Quiet will have readers and book clubs debating what it means to
be a parent and how far you can, and should, go to protect those
you love. "Scottoline has written another winning novel of
unparalleled suspense. Fans of psychological suspense and family
dynamics will want to snap this one up." --Library Journal (starred
review)
Save Me Mar 15 2021 From the New York Times bestselling
author of Think Twice and Look Again comes an emotionally
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consequences, and the need for justice Rose McKenna volunteers
as a lunch mom in her daughter Melly's school in order to keep an
eye on Amanda, a mean girl who's been bullying her daughter.
Her fears come true when the bullying begins, sending Melly to
the bathroom in tears. Just as Rose is about to follow after her
daughter, a massive explosion goes off in the kitchen, sending the
room into chaos. Rose finds herself faced with the horrifying
decision of whether or not to run to the bathroom to rescue her
daughter or usher Amanda to safety. She believes she has
accomplished both, only to discover that Amanda, for an unknown
reason, ran back into the school once out of Rose's sight. In an
instance, Rose goes from hero to villain as the small community
blames Amanda's injuries on her. In the days that follow, Rose's
life starts to fall to pieces, Amanda's mother decides to sue, her
marriage is put to the test, and worse, when her daughter returns
to school, the bullying only intensifies. Rose must take matters
into her own hands and get down to the truth of what really
happened that fateful day in order to save herself, her marriage
and her family. In the way that Look Again had readers
questioning everything they thought they knew about family, Save
Me will have readers wondering just how far they would go to
save the ones they love. Lisa Scottoline is writing about real
issues that resonate with real women, and the results are
emotional, heartbreaking and honest.
Dead Ringer Oct 22 2021 Bennie Rosato is fighting the battle of
her life -- against her own twin. The action starts innocently
enough, with a stolen wallet, but in no time events escalate and
the twin wreaks havoc that can be created only by a dead ringer.
Her twin tries to destroy Bennie's law firm, Rosato & Associates,
and then strikes at her very heart -- which just happens to be
otherwise engaged by a handsome, hunky stranger with the
perfect amount of chest hair. But when a brutal murder occurs,
Bennie realizes that the stakes have turned deadly. And the face
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After Anna Sep 08 2020 Riveting and disquieting, After Anna is a
groundbreaking domestic thriller, as well as a novel of emotional
justice and legal intrigue. New York Times bestselling author Lisa
Scottoline keeps readers on their toes until the final shocking
page. Nobody cuts deeper than family... Dr. Noah Alderman, a
widower and single father, has remarried a wonderful woman,
Maggie Ippolitti, and for the first time in a long time, he and his
young son are happy. Despite her longing for the daughter she
hasn’t seen since she was a baby, Maggie is happy too, and she’s
even more overjoyed when she unexpectedly gets another chance
to be a mother to the child she thought she'd lost forever, her
only daughter Anna. Maggie and Noah know that having Anna
around will change their lives, but they would never have guessed
that everything would go wrong, and so quickly. Anna turns out to
be a gorgeous seventeen-year-old who balks at living under their
rules, though Maggie, ecstatic to have her daughter back, ignores
the red flags that hint at the trouble brewing in a once-perfect
marriage and home. Events take a heartbreaking turn when Anna
is murdered and Noah is accused and tried for the heinous crime.
Maggie must face not only the devastation of losing her daughter,
but the realization that Anna's murder may have been at the
hands of a husband she loves. In the wake of this tragedy, new
information drives Maggie to search for the truth, leading her to
discover something darker than she could have ever imagined.
Praise for Lisa Scottoline: "A deliciously distracting
thriller...Scottoline illuminat[es] the landing strip of revelations
and truths in a deliciously slow and intense way." —The
Washington Post on After Anna "Scottoline keeps the pace
relentless as she drops a looming threat into the heart of an
idyllic suburban community, causing readers to hold their breath
in anticipation." —Booklist on One Perfect Lie "Readers can be
assured that the author nails the high school milieu, from athletic
rivalries to sexting...they're in for one thrilling ride." —Kirkus on
from
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a daring chase that would play well on the big screen."
—Publishers Weekly
The Escape Artist Aug 08 2020 Nola Brown, the U.S. Army's
artist-in-residence--a painter and trained soldier--sees something
nobody was supposed to see and earns a dangerous enemy in this
novel as powerful as "a launched torpedo slashing through 400
pages of deep water before reaching impact...one of the best thrill
rides ever" (David Baldacci). Who is Nola Brown? Nola is a
mystery Nola is trouble. And Nola is supposed to be dead. Her
body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as it
left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her
commanding officer verifies she's dead. The US government
confirms it. But Jim "Zig" Zigarowski has just found out the truth:
Nola is still alive. And on the run. Zig works at Dover Air Force
Base, helping put to rest the bodies of those who die on top-secret
missions. Nola was a childhood friend of Zig's daughter and
someone who once saved his daughter's life. So when Zig realizes
Nola is still alive, he's determined to find her. Yet as Zig digs into
Nola's past, he learns that trouble follows Nola everywhere she
goes. Together, Nola and Zig will either reveal a sleight of hand
being played at the highest levels of power or die trying to
uncover the US Army's most mysterious secret--a centuries-old
conspiracy that traces back through history to the greatest
escape artist of all: Harry Houdini. "Meltzer is a master and this
is his best. Not since The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo have you
seen a character like this. Get ready to meet Nola. If you've never
tried Meltzer, this is the one." -- Harlan Coben
Betrayed Dec 12 2020 "The women of Rosato & Associates
return, after the relaunch of the series that started with Accused.
This second entry, Betrayed, stars Judy Carrier, who has had the
starring role in only one previous Rosato book. When Betrayed
opens, Judy Carrier finds herself at a crossroads in her life. Her
best friend, Mary DiNunzio, has just become partner and is about
to become a bride, leaving Judy vaguely out of sorts.Downloaded
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jealous, but she's not happy either and she's wondering where her
own career and love life are going. To make matters worse, she is
rocked to her emotional foundations when she learns that her
beloved Aunt Vicky has been diagnosed with breast cancer. She
races to her aunt's side, and so does Judy's mother, only to find
that her aunt is dealing with the sudden death of a friend who had
been helping her through chemo. The friend, Emelia Juarez, was
an undocumented worker at a local farm, but her death doesn't
look natural at all, to Judy. Judy begins to investigate, following a
path that leads her into an underground world far more
dangerous than she ever imagined. Judy has to dig to uncover
what happened to Emelia, and at the same time unearth the
secrets in her own family"-Final Appeal Apr 27 2022 Hard-hitting and unforgettable, Lisa
Scottoline’s Edgar Award winning second novel Final Appeal
shines with her characteristic wit and gift for inventive plot.
Think Twice Sep 20 2021 From the blockbuster New York Times
bestselling author of Look Again comes a novel that makes you
question the nature of evil: is it born in us or is it bred? Bennie
Rosato looks exactly like her identical twin, Alice Connolly, but
the darkness in Alice's soul makes them two very different
women. Or at least that's what Bennie believes, until she finds
herself buried alive at the hands of her twin. Meanwhile, Alice
takes over Bennie's life, impersonating her at work and even
seducing her boyfriend in order to escape the deadly mess she
has made of her own life. But Alice underestimates Bennie and
the evil she has unleashed in her twin's psyche, as well as
Bennie's determination to stay alive long enough to exact
revenge. Bennie must face the twisted truth that she is more like
her sister Alice than she could have ever imagined, and by the
novel's shocking conclusion, Bennie finds herself engaged in a
war she cannot win—with herself.
The Best American Mystery Stories 2006 Jul 07 2020 Presents a
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United States and Canada
Tilt a Whirl Oct 29 2019 There isn't much sun in the fun when a
billionaire real estate tycoon is found murdered on the Tilt-AWhirl at a seedy seaside amusement park in the otherwise quiet
summer tourist town of Sea Haven. John Ceepak, a former MP
just back from Iraq, has just joined the Sea Haven police
department. The job offer came from an old army buddy who
hoped to give Ceepak at least a summer's worth of rest and
relaxation to help him forget the horrors of war. Instead, Ceepak
will head up the murder investigation. He is partnered with
Danny Boyle, a 24-year-old part-time summer cop who doesn't
carry a gun and only works with the police by day so he has
enough pocket money left over to play with his beach buddies at
night. In the first novel in a new series written in the spirit of Carl
Hiaasen's work, the Tilt-A-Whirl murder pushes Ceepak's deep
sense of honor and integrity to the limits, as unexpected twists
and turns keep the truth spinning wildly in every direction.
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